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 Introduction 
    On the distribution of major reliefs on the earth's surface , many hypotheses 
 have been presented, mainly from the geotectonic viewpoints standing for or 
 against the continental drift theory, which were briefly commented by V.V. 
 Beloussov (1954), A.E. Scheidegger (1958), L.C. King  (1962) and so on. 
    Here I would like to point out some characteristic arrangement of major reliefs 
on the standpoint of global geomorphology and suggest a planetary explanation . 
    At first I must define a planetary concept "antirote" , which is the point on 
a planet opposite to a given point on the same plane perpendicular to the rotation 
axis. Hence the antirotal relation means the symmetrical relation about the rota -
tion axis. 
 Antirotal Arrangement of Major Reliefs 
    I found several cases of antirotal major reliefs on the earth's surface . 
    The most distinctive examples are seen in Tibet Plateau and Colorado  Plateau .. 
Tibet Plateau is the most enormous landmass in the world, which is a  median. 
mass between Himalaya and Kuenlun Ranges and has uplifted at the Alpine phase 
of mountain-building. The situation of Tibet Plateau ranges 75 to 95 E Meridian 
and 30 to 40 N Parallel, and its height is about 5,000 metres . Colorado Plateau 
and the Great Basin between Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada is also a big 
landmass following to Tibet Plateau, which is a median mass and has uplifted at 
the Alpine phase, too. It is situated at 105 to 120 W Meridian and 30 to 45 N Para-
llel, just  antirotal to Tibet Plateau , and has about 4,000 metres in height. 
   The mid-Atlantic Ridge and the west-Pacific Ridge are the second conspicuous 
examples of the antirotal symmetry. The mid-Atlantic Ridge, over  1,000. 
kilometres wide and rising to 2,000 metres depth , runs midway between the 
opposed coasts of the New and Old Continents from Iceland in the north  to . 
Bouvet Island in the south. The west-Pacific Ridge newly named here is a combina-
tion of some oceanic ridges and island  arcs, that is the Kurile Ridge, Northeastern 
Japan, the South Honshu Ridge (Bonin, Mariana and Yap Ridges), New Guinea, 
the Solomon Island Ridge, the New Hebrides Ridge and New Zealand . Many 
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         West-Pacific Ridge Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
Ridge in the Pacific Ocean, but they have all been unsuccessful. The west-
Pacific Ridge above defined is the longest and highest ridge in the Pacific Ocean, 
 -and it must be considered as the appropriate counterpart of the mid-Atlantic 
Ridge and is just antirotal to the latter, as shown in the figures. 
   These two sets of examples are concerned mainly with the relatively younger
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reliefs at the Alpine phase of mountain-building. But all the younger reliefs are 
not always antirotal each other, because the  mountain-buildings are restricted to 
the mobile welt which is the only place to yield the relief. 
     The rotating earth must keep the balance of rotating body. A mountain-
building must be balanced by the other mountain-building if possible. Few 
workers had ideas on the relationship between the rotation of earth and the 
geotectonics, except Paige  (1955) who mentioned that the kinetic energy of the 
earth's revolution about its axis maintains the earth's figure against the deforma-
tion. I think Paige's opinion is rather conservative. The earth's crust is not 
rigid as that of the moon and elastic enough to balance a deformation with other 
deformations. 
   This is the case in the older ages of geohistory. As for the shield, the 
Laurentian and the Angara shields are antirotal each other. It is easy to pick up 
the examples of antirotal relations of minor reliefs. Thus the antirotal balance has 
been the important factor to decide the distribution of major reliefs through the 
geohistory. It means the continuity of location of major reliefs, and consequently 
it is against the continental drift theory. 
Hypothesis 
   The genesis of the antirotal arrangement of the major reliefs is not yet clearly 
known, but a hypothesis can be presented as follows. 
   A geotectonic movement always results in the antirotal geotectonic movement, 
if the antirotal area is not the shield area where the geotectonic movement is 
restricted. 
   The force making the antirotal arrangement is due to the rotational balance of 
the globe, under the condition of earth's crust considered to be elastic. 
   The minor reliefs by the subordinate tectonics do not always show the 
antirotal arrangement, but the relief systems including the major and minor 
reliefs are inclined to get the antirotal relation, for example the Cordillera and the 
Alps-Himalayan Ranges, if they can be converged to Colorado Plateau and Tibet 
Plateau as the gravity center, are antirotal. 
   Triple antirotal relation, that means one relief to two reliefs antirotal, for 
example Australian shield is antirotal to both African and Brazilian shields, is also 
considerable.
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